ABSTRACT Let k be a positive integer, a subset Q of the set of vertices of a graph G is kdependent in G if each vertex of Q has no more than k neighbours in Q. We present a parallel algorithm which computes a maximal k-dependent set in a graph on n nodes in time O(log 4 n) on an EREW PRAM with O(n 2 ) processors. In this way, we establish the membership of the problem of constructing a maximal k-dependent set in the class NC. Our algorithm can be easily adapted to compute a maximal k-dependent set in a graph of bounded valence in time O(log n) using only O(n) EREW PRAM processors. Let f be a positive integer function de ned on the set V of vertices of a graph G: A subset F of the set of edges of G is said to be an f-matching if every vertex v 2 V is adjacent to at most f(v) edges in F. We present the rst NC algorithm for constructing a maximal f-matching. For a graph on n nodes and m edges the algorithm runs in time O(log 4 n) and uses O(n+m) EREW PRAM processors. For graphs of constantly bounded valence, we can construct a maximal f-matching in O(log n) time on an EREW PRAM with O(n) processors.
Introduction
A problem belongs to the NC class introduced in 12] if it can be solved in poly-logarithmic time on a PRAM with a polynomial number of processors. If we succeed in showing a problem to be in NC, the next step is to design an algorithm for the problem running in poly-log time such that the product of the number of processors used by the algorithm and its time complexity is asymptotically as close to the time complexity of the fastest known sequential algorithm as possible. The two problems whose parallel complexity is the subject of this paper are natural generalizations of two well known graph problems. A subset of the vertices of a graph is independent if there are no adjacent vertices in the subset. An independent set is maximal if it is not a proper subset of any other independent set. While the problem of constructing a maximum cardinality independent set is NP-hard 4 , the problem of constructing a maximal independent set (MIS for short) can be trivially solved in linear time. However, the problem of constructing an e cient NC algorithm for MIS is non-trivial. Karp and Widgerson were the rst who proved MIS to be in NC 9 . Presently, the most e cient deterministic NC algorithm is due to Goldberg and Spencer 5 . It runs in time O(log 4 n) and uses an EREW PRAM with a linear number of processors. Luby has constructed a randomized parallel algorithm for MIS that runs in O(log n) time and uses a CRCW PRAM with a linear number of processors 11 . A subset of the set of edges of a graph G is a matching if no two edges in the subset are incident. In other words, a matching is a subset of the set of edges of G in oneto-one correspondance with an independent set in the edge graph induced by G. In the edge graph, the vertices correspond to the edges of G and two such vertices are adjacent if and only if the corresponding edges of G are incident in G. A matching is maximal if it is not a proper subset of any other matching. While there are no known subquadratic-time sequential algorithms for constructing a maximum cardinality matching, the problem of nding a maximal matching (MM for short) admits trivial linear-time sequential solutions. Also, the known NC algorithmic solutions to MIS can be specialized to MM. However, as the edge graph may have a quadratic number of edges with respect to the size of the input graph, more e cient NC algorithms for MM can be derived directly. Presently, the most e cient deterministic algorithm for MM is due to Israeli and Shiloach 7 . It can be implemented in time O(log 3 n) on a CRCW PRAM with a linear number of processors and consequently in time O(log 4 n) on an EREW PRAM with a linear number of processors 8 .
Both notions of independent set and matching can be naturally generalized by weakening the requirement on vertex non-adjacency or edge no-incidency. For example, Djidjev et al considered the so called k-dependent sets in 3]. They call a subset of the set of vertices of a graph a k-dependent if no vertex in the subset is adjacent to more than k vertices in the subset. Note that a 0-dependent set in G is an independent set of vertices of G. A 1-dependent set is in general a set of independent vertices and edges, while a 2-dependent set is a set of independent paths (possibly degenerated) and cycles such that no two nonconsecutive vertices of these paths or cycles are adjacent. Such paths are called permissible in 1]. In 3], Djidjev et al showed that the problem of constructing a maximum cardinality k-dependent set is NP-hard for each xed k and they presented practical linear-time algorithms for solving this problem for trees. Also, there exists a well known notion of f-matching in the literature 10 . Let f be a positive integer function de ned on the set of vertices of a graph G. A subset of the set of edges of G forms an f-matching if for any vertex v of G there are at most f(v) edges in the subset that are incident to the vertex. Note that if f(v) = 1 for all vertices v in G then f-matching is just a matching. The reader may observe that the generalization of matching to f-matching is more general than that of independent set to k-dependent set. Indeed, one could also de ne an f-dependent set as a subset of the set of vertices such that no vertex v in the subset is adjacent to more than f(v) vertices in the subset a . We can naturally generalize the notion of maximal independent sets and maximal matchings to include maximal k-dependent sets and maximal f-matchings. Again, the problems of nding a maximal k-dependent set and a maximal f-matching can be solved by trivial greedy algorithms in linear time. At this point it is natural to ask whether these two generalized problems admit NC a In order to generalize the correspondance between matchings and independent sets in the edge graphs we would have to split the set of neighbours of each vertex in the edge graph into two subsets and assign to v two upper bounds f 1 (v) and f 2 (v) on the number of neighbours from the rst and the second subset respectively.
algorithms. In this paper we give an a rmative answer to the above question in both cases. We present the rst NC algorithm for constructing a maximal k-dependent set in a graph G on n nodes. The algorithm runs in time O(log 4 n) using an EREW PRAM with O(n 2 ) processors. We also observe that if G has bounded valence then it can be modi ed to run in time O(log n) on an EREW PRAM with a linear number of processors. The algorithm can be also easily generalized to nd a maximal fdependent set in G in time O((log 4 n) (max v2V f(v) 2 )) using an EREW PRAM with O(n 2 ) processors. We also present the rst NC algorithm for constructing a maximal f-matching. It is a non-trivial generalization of the advanced algorithm due to Israeli and Shiloach 7 for maximal matching and as their algorithm it runs in time O(log 3 n) on a CRCW PRAM with a linear number of processors. Moreover, we
show that a maximal f-matching in a graph of bounded valence can be constructed in time O(log n) on an EREW PRAM with a linear number of processors.
The structure of our paper is as follows. In Section 2 we introduce some graph terminology. In Section 3 we present the NC algorithm for maximal k-dependent set and its specialization to graphs of bounded valence. Finally, in Section 4, we present our NC algorithms for maximal f-matching.
Terminology
Let G = (V; E) be a loop-free graph. We denote the number of If S V then (S) will denote the subgraph induced by S. This subgraph has vertex set S, and its edge set E (S) consists of these edges in E that are incident only to vertices in S.
3. The NC algorithm for maximal k-dependent set
Our parallel algorithm for maximal k-dependent (k > 0) set can be seen as an NC Turing-like reduction to the problem of constructing a maximal 0-dependent (independent) set (MIS). Recall that the best known parallel algorithm for MIS runs in O(log 4 (n)) time using O(n + m) EREW processors 5 . We shall analyse our algorithm also in terms of the EREW shared memory model, where simultaneous reads and writes into the same memory locations are not permitted. is always bounded by k 2 from above. Also, if v disappears from B in some of the next iterations then it never can reappear in B. On the other hand, after each iteration, if v remains in B then there exists a vertex w newly inserted into Q that either shares a neighbour in Q with v or it is itself a neighbour of v in G. In the rst case, g(v) decreases at least by 1. In the second case g(v) increases by cap(w), i.e. at most by k. However, the second case can occur at most k times since cap(v) cannot be negative if v is to stay in B. Since cap(w) for each neighbour w of v in Q has to be positive in order to keep v in B, we conclude that after the k 2 + k iterations v has to disappear from B. Suppose that v is not a member of the original set B. It means that v has no neighbour in the original set Q. Therefore, it could be added to the original set Q preserving its independence property which would contradict the maximality of the set. We obtain a contradiction. Thus, we can conclude that all vertices that appear in the sets B are members of the original set B. Combining this conclusion with the shown fact that no member of B can survive more than the k 2 + k iterations we obtain the thesis of the lemma. 2 Combining the two above lemmas, we obtain the correctness of Algorithm Mds.
Theorem 1 Algorithm Mds is correct. Lemma 3 Suppose that a maximal independent set in a graph on n nodes can be found in time T(n) using an EREW PRAM with P(n) processors. Algorithm
Mds can be implemented in time O(log n+T(n)) using a PRAM with O(n 2 +P(n)) processors.
Proof. A maximal independent set in G as well as a maximal independent set in the auxiliary graph H can be found in time T(n) using P(n) processors. By Lemma 2, we can replace the while stament by a Note that comparing two such lists takes time O(k). We conclude that F 0 can be constructed in time O(log s) using an EREW PRAM with O(s 2 ) processors. Consequently, the auxiliary graph H can be constructed in time O(logn) using an EREW PRAM with O(n 2 ) processors. As by Lemma 2, all instructions within the loop are executed only O(k 2 ) times, we conclude that Algorithm Mds can be implemented in time O(log n + T(n)) using O(n 2 + P(n)) processors. 2 Theorem 2 Let k be a nonnegative integer. A maximal k-dependent set in a graph on n nodes can be computed in time O(log 4 n) using an EREW PRAM with O(n 2 )
procesors.
Proof. As a maximal independent set in a graph on n nodes can be computed in time O(log 4 n) using an EREW PRAM with O(n 2 ) processors we obtain the thesis by Lemma 3. 2 Corollary 1 The problem of constructing a maximal k-dependent set is in NC.
A maximal independent set in a graph of bounded valence on n nodes can be computed in time O(log n) using an EREW PRAM with O(n) procesors 6 . We can use this fact to speed-up Algorithm Mds in the case of graphs of bounded valence.
Theorem 3 Let k be a nonnegative integer. A maximal k-dependent set in a graph of bounded valence on n nodes can be computed in time O(log n) using an EREW PRAM with O(n) procesors.
Proof. We specialize Algorithm Mds to the bounded degree case. Let denote the maximum vertex degree in the input graph G. It is easy to see that the maximum vertex degree in the auxiliary graph H is bounded by 2 from above. For this reason, we can nd a maximum independent set not only in G but also in Algorithm Mds can be also easily generalized to construct a maximal f-dependent set in G (see Introduction) provided an integer function f de ned on the set of vertices of G is given. It is enough to rede ne B as the set of all vertices in V or R respectively such that f(v) minus the number of neighbours of v in Q is nonnegative. By reasoning analogously as in the proof of Lemma 2 we conclude that the while block is iterated O(max v2V (f(v)) 2 ) times. Hence, we obtain the following generalization of Theorem 2 leaving the proof details to the reader. Theorem 4 Let G be a graph on n nodes and m edges, and let f be a positive integer function de ned on the set of vertices of G: A maximal f-dependent set in G can be computed in time O((log 4 n) (max v2V f(v) 2 )) using an EREW PRAM with O(n 2 ) processors.
NC algorithms for maximal f-matching
In this section we present two parallel algorithms for maximal f-matching. The rst one applies to graphs of bounded valence and it is a simple reduction to the problem of constructing a maximal matching in graphs of bounded valence. The second algorithm applies in the general case and is a generalization of the algorithm due to Israeli and Shiloach for maximal matching 7 . The analysis of our algorithm is di erent from that of the Israeli-Shiloach algorithm in crucial points (e.g. in the proof of the key lemma).
f-matching for bounded degree graphs
A maximal matching in a graph of bounded valence can be computed by reduction to the problem of nding a maximal independent set in the corresponding edge graph (which is also of bounded valence) in time O(log n) time on an EREW PRAM with O(n) processors 6 . In the following algorithm we use this fact to achieve the same asymptotic resource-bounds for maximal f-matching in the bounded valence case.
Algorithm If the Eulerian circuit in the connected component contained v has odd length then
We de ne a procedure f-matching which computes some "large" f-mathing M for a given input graph G. Theorem 6 Let G = (V; E) be an n-vertex graph with m edges and let f be its matching function. A maximal f-matching in G can be computed in O(log 3 n) time using a CRCW PRAM with O(n + m) processors or in time O(log 4 n) using an EREW PRAM with O(n + m) processors.
Proof. We can compute a maximal f-matching using the algorithm maximalf-matching. It follows directly from the lemmas 7 and 8 that if the algorithm stops then MaxM is a maximal f-matching in G. It su ces to show how to implement e ciently the algorithm maximal-f-matching. We assume that the input graph G is represented by adjacency lists. Each of the steps of the procedure reduce consists of some computations on the adjacency lists which can be performed using the doubling technique. In the second step the Israeli and Shiloach algorithm 7 can be applied. Hence the procedure reduce takes O(log n) time on O(n + m) processors of a CRCW PRAM or O(log 2 n) time on O(n+m) processors of a EREW PRAM. Each iteration of the repeat loop in the procedure f-matching consists of some computations on the adjacency lists and of the call of the procedure reduce.
Hence it takes at most logn time. It follows from Lemma 5 that the number of iterations of the repeat loop can not be larger than dlog(n ? 1)e. Hence the procedure f-matching runs in time O(log 2 n) using only O(n + m) processors.
The procedure modify consists only of simple computations on the adjacency lists.
It takes O(log n) times. Let us observe that the cost of each vertex cover in the input graph G is bounded by n 2 from above. Taking into account the key lemma 9
we infer that the number of iterations of the while loop of the algorithm is O(log n). Hence the algorithm stops and runs in time O(log 3 n) using only the processors associated with the vertices and the edges of the graph. 2 The above theorem yields immediately the following corollary.
Corollary 2 The problem of computing a maximal f-matching is in NC.
Final remarks
For non-dense graphs our NC algorithm for maximal k-dependent set is far from being optimal in the sense of the time-processor product. It seems that more processor-e cient NC algorithms for maximal k-dependent set can be derived in the special cases of k = 1; 2 and for planar graphs. However, the ultimate goal here would be to derive an NC algorithm for maximal k-dependent set in the general case such that the time-processor product would be within a logarithmic factor from the size of the input graph. The generalization of our algorithm for maximal k-dependent set to include maximal f-dependent set (see Theorem 4) runs in polylog time only if the maximum value of f is poly-logarithmic in the input size. Thus, the problem of whether one can construct a maximal f-dependent set in the general case of f using an NC algorithm is also open.
